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From the Editor

Let the Spirit of Sharing Soar

We1come to our Holiday Issue.
The Sikh community will observe the birthday
Did you know that while we celebrated
of Guru Nanak on Nov. 15. Perhaps, you might
Halloween in the US., many
attend the celebrations at a Gurudwara, and
Latin-American communi- #'J'.--------------learn about their faith tradition.
W
During the long, cold, winties in Mexico, Central America
and also the U.S. were rememberter nights in the northern hemiing their deceased relatives in a
sphere, it's time to celebrate with
the family and friends. The
two-day festival called Dia de los
Muertos, or the Day of the Dead?
Winter Solstice is a special time
Some years ago, during this
in all indigenous and European
festive time, I was in Guanajuato,
cultures. The Wiccans celebrate
Mexico. The outdoor markets
it as Yule. And Christmas and
sold varieties of sugar candies
Thanksgiving are big family days
shaped like skulls for days prior
for most of us in the U S. and
to the festival. People visited the
Canada. However, the Canadian
graves of their loved ones for the
Thanksgiving is on the second
whole night. I've seen colorful
Tuesday of October.
Dia de los Muertos altars during
Another growing family
Halloween and All Saints Day in
festival in the United States,
many Oregon communities with Latino populations.
especially in the African American communities, is
Because the Jewish High Holy Days and the
Kwaanza. It combines many harvest festival traditions
Muslim holy month of Ramadan coincided this year,
from various countries in Africa and the Americas,
the Temple Beth Israel in Eugene, Oregon invited a where Africans were brought in as slaves. The seven
local Muslim community leader to share his insights
principles-unity and community, self-determination, responsibility, purpose and pride, creativity,
about the spiritual and ethical dimensions of, and
possible connections between Ramadan and the
cooperation, and faith in elders and ourselves-are
High Holy Days. And, out of respect for their woven into its seven days, Dec. 26 to the New Year.
Muslim guests who were fasting in observance of
In countries like England, Australia and Canada,
there is another long-standing tradition. On Boxing
Ramadan, no refreshments were served at this event.
As the two traditions (and also, Christianity and the
Day, people share some of the material gifts (that
Baha'i faith, for that matter) come out of the same
they've received but do not really need) with others
region-the Middle East, you might find it interest- who could use them. This Boxing Day tradition is
ing to see if the celebrations have common elements.
being adapted in a slightly different way in the US.
Eid Ul Fitr, marking the end of Ramadan, is on
People pack things that they don't need and bring
the 4th of Nov. And Diwali, the five-day Indian them to someone's home where a Boxing Day Party
Festival of Lights, begins the first of November this
is being held. After a potluck meal, everyone takes an
item that might be useful to them.
year. How do Indian children celebrate this biggest
festival of the year? See page 18. I still have vivid
Holidays are meant to be times for celebration.
memories of all the fun things we did as c'hildren in Yet, we get caught up in material things and rituals:
sending holiday cards without any letters, who got or
India during the three weeks of vacation. India is
also a very diverse country with countless multi-faith
gave the best gift, what to buy or what to prepare for
the perfect meal for guests. Our challenge is to hold on
communities. There are many public holidays for
various Sikh, Buddhist, Muslim, Christian, Jain, and
to the spirit of the celebration, community, and famHindu festivals. Since childhood, I've seen that
ily-not material things-no matter what the occasion.
Let t~e spirit of sharing, family, and
~
people of all faiths have festivals and celebrations, and
with many common elements.
commuruty soar each and everyday! ~~

-l.
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Edilor's MailLag
America is more than words can say.
We count on it each and every day.
It's full of people who live their life
so we can live ours free of strife.
We're black and white and yellow and brown.
We've come from the largest cities and the smallest towns.
To bring out the best we work together
And working together makes it better.
We should be so thankful for what we have been given.
We open our country to those who seek a better living.
I love our oceans and mountains, too.
Our valleys and plains under the royal blue.
Men and women toil each day
So they can live the American way.
America is more than just a place on the map
It's my home country, and I'm thankful for that.

-Emily Starr" 14, Pennsylvania.

Holiness of a Sentence
I've been back in Detroit preaching at various schools
about the holiness of a sentence, tugging what light I can
from those young seers who bring me to my knees every
time I dare them to take to the heavens and scrawl across
the sky the kind of sentences God might roll out of bed
and read. Or plunge do they down into the core of human
experience and render out of it a thing everlasting.
My heart casts its loudest vote for Wenton Lacy, who
as a fifth grader seems especially touched by the divine.
Forgive me for telling you they found his brother shot
dead along with another boy. He makes such exquisite,
such transcendent and graceful leaps on the page. I so want
to reach the world with the good news of his poems.

-john Rybicki, teacher" Michigan.
Me and my best friend Ian,
we are a poem. We are like rain
coming down, like nails hitting wood.
I'm the nails. He~ the hammer
banging my head into the wood.
One time we jumped off of a bullet.
One time we rolled down a hill
like dice in a poker game.
-Wenton Lacy, grade 5, Michigan.
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Can You Raed Tihs?
I cdnuolt bilveee taht I cluod aulaclty
uesdnatnrd waht I was rdanieg. The
phaonmneal pweor of the hmuan mnid,
aoccdrnig to a rscheearch at Cmabrigde
Uinervtisy, it deosn't mttaer in waht oredr
the ltteers in a wrod are, the olny
iprmoatnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat
ltteer be in the rghit pclae. The rset can
be a taotl mses and you can sitll raed it
wouthit a porbelm. Tihs is bcuseae the
huamn mnid deos not raed ervey lteter by
istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe. Amzanig
huh? Yaeh and I awlyas tghuhot slpeling
was ipmorantt!
If you can raed tihs psas it on!!...

PS: Our thanks to Shailaja Reddy, for
forwarding this email. Surely, spelling well will
help you when submitting homework or reports
for grades... but what to do if you are of afast
type, always in a rush, or don't use spellcheck? J#ll, it's not the end of world, rhigt?
-editors

JuslI«-

~«f~'J'.

Justice must be served,
Each and everyday.
It opens up our eyes,
In so many different ways.
Justice is a beauty,
A priceless gift to the world.
It's a relief to those who need it,
Who's faith has just been hurled.
Justice is a thing
That you cannot see or touch.
But it is also something
That will always be needed much.

C'

...

~

~

-Brianna Sophia JVhiteman, 11, Pennsylvania.
Brianna writes, ((I've lived in Costa Rica for a
year" and I went on a road trip cross-country twice.
I am going to the all-time best school, Pine Run
Elementary. I love school and love life. ))
Nov.-Dec. 2005

Let's Meet some of the Contributors through their Cover Letters
((My hobbies are Sunday School) Centre Stage (my
acting class)} dance} piano} violin} and soccer. 1 enjoy
each and every one of them.
1 am jewish. 1 celebrate jewish holidays and 1 work
on my Hebrew once a week at Sunday School. 1 work
hard to learn about my religion} and my parents help me
through it. 1 love being jewish} and 1 like learning more
about its history.
1 have my six-year-old sister named Sophia} my
mom} and my dad. My Jamily supports me in everything 1 workJor and everything 1 do!
Emily and 1 drew what our poem made us think of
in our mind. }}
-Katie Cohen} 10} Massachusetts.

"Hello! My name is Eri Mizobe and I am a
thirteen-year-old girl. I presently live in Hong
Kong and this is my fifth year here. Before coming to Hong Kong, I lived in Hawaii and
Singapore for four years each. I was born on
August 4, 1992 in Hawaii, U.S.A. My father is
Japanese while my mother is Cantonese. So, I
guess that you can call me a "JapaneseCantonese-American," because I'm not sure
what I should be called myselfl My first language
is English, but I can also speak Japanese.
Unfortunately, I cannot speak Cantonese. I love
to read, write, and study! My family and friends
call me a weirdo, or sometimes an alien!! My
other hobbies include, but are not limited to,
dancing, singing, traveling, learning about cultures, customs, religion and languages, world history, and letter writing. My dream for the future
is to become a beloved author! (See page 7.)
For all my life, I have faced problems for
being the "multicultural one." For those who
face the same problems as me, I want to show
them that they are not alone. Someday, I want to
make a difference in the world, and to make it
more peaceful regardless of race, religion, nationality, and sex so that we can ALL be equal."
-Eri Mizobe} 13} Hong Kong.

((1 have many different hobbies. 1 like engaging in
musical arts such as singing) acting} and dancing. 1 also
play the flute. 1 enjoy playing on the Newton Girls
navel Team. 1 also love curling up with a good book.
1 am proud to be jewish! At my house we Jollow
jewish religions} such as keeping kosher and celebrating
Shabat. Every Wednesday and Sunday 1 learn more
about my jewish culture. My teachers at my Hebrew
school} Etiz Chyem} say that 1 participate in most arts
and crafts opportunities. 1 love beingjewish!
1 have an older sister and an older brother. 1 am the
baby of the Jamily. The great thing about my. ftmily is
that they support me 100% all the time! 1 can always
depend on my ftmily to be there Jor me. My ftmily is
the best.
Katie and 1 wanted to show the real beauty oj
nature. Once you}ve seen the beauty of nature} you}ll see
how important it is to keep the world clean!}}
-Emily C. Abromowitz} 9} Massachusetts.
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"I was born on August 20, 1992, in the beautiful land of Ottawa, Canada, where I lived until I
was three. My family moved to Rohnert Park,
right in the middle of placid wine country. I now
am an incoming freshman at Maria Carrillo H.S.
in Santa Rosa. My inspiration for the piece was
my recent end of middle school trip to
Washington, D. C. and New York, which took
my already flourishing interest in WWII and the
Holocaust to a new level. The amount of impact
the museum had on me was tremendous, and the
very fact that such gruesome details could be
recorded sent me reeling. The experience has
been firmly planted into my mind. It is a vital part
of the American story. The Holocaust is something that should and will not be forgotten for
years to come."
-Yiren Lu} grade 8} California.
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Wh~t's

C€>n Y(§)t!r Mind?

.~,i, ?'
An Issue ~ Can No Longer Ignore _ ~ '---

G-I~bal Wwming

We Are (§)ne

We've all heard these words, you know as well as I
do. Recycle, walk, bike, and conserve our fossil fuels. But
what is it really affecting? Some people believe that global warming is a small issue, but it definitely is not. During
the last century, the earth has warmed approximately 1
degree F and will continue to do so at an even faster rate.

The wise one made you.
The crafter spun you.
The good one received you.
The old one saw you.
The new one carried you.
The hard one heard you.
The soft one sang you.
The aged one rocked you.
The young one played you.
The hunter carved you.
The peaceful one kissed you.
We are one.
-TOnia Gasser, 13, homeschooler, Oregon.
She adds, "my poetry is often a poetical translation
of what I am feeling, thinking or have seen. "

,;

-,I"

71":

flnity ~~.
If you separate within society, ' ) ) '
Everyone will pay.
~'"$
Because in this world we live in,~
Life gets harder by the day. V·
As everyone gets older,
Our differences truly show.
And if you are divided,
You will never really know:

.. ~ .. '.

That every person's differences,
Put together into one,
Make this world a better place,
And sometimes even more fun.
If we all work together,
We can help make a better community.
We are all searching for the same goals,
Strong friendships, happiness and unity.

-Michael Love, 6th grade, Tennessee.
Page 6
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The rising temperature is due to greenhouse gases,
such as carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, and methane.
These gases, among others, form a blanket in the atmosphere, not allowing heat from the sun to escape..
However, they're not at all detrimental, but instead keep
the earth warm enough for humans and animals to survive. Nevertheless, even the littlest change in Earth's climate can affect a whole lot.
This means melting the polar ice caps, which results
in elevating sea levels and flooding low lying islands. But
that's not the only ice melting. In Bhutan, China, and
Nepal, the Himalayan glaciers are dissolving into lakes,
perhaps melting some of the tallest mountains on Earth.
Global warming can also cause heat waves and
droughts, posing serious health risks to both humans and
animals.
We might think that this serious concern is only for
politicians and environmentalists to settle, but in order to
halt the advance of climate change, we need Everyone's
full support. To help, we can walk, bike, or take the bus
instead of using the car. Plant trees and recycle, reuse and
reduce our resource use!
These are everyday things we can do, and it will help
a lot if numerous people pitch in. So please, help the
earth and save the world!
-Wujun Ke, 13,
Chinese American,
North Carolina.
Scientists report that
the summer of 2005
was probably the hottest
ever recorded on Earth!
This year's intense
hurricane season might
be due in part to the
warmer ocean suifaces
and global warming.
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MulticuImraIVIeekandMe JafJmes~
"f}'

Does your school celebrate multiculturalism?
Have you worn your traditional dress or made
traditional food for a school event? For me, these
answers are " yes."
Every year in my school, Delia School of
Canada, we have a "Multicultural Week." In my
h
school, the population is about 900 students w 0
hail from about 30 different countries.
The traditional dress day comes first, when
everyone comes wearing their cultural dresses.
There are silky China dresses, complex European fold
dresses, Canadian flag tshirts, Japanese robes, fluffy
Korean dresses, and others
of all sorts. It almost seems
as if you've been swept into
ancient times when there
weren't any "casual" clothes
like today.
On the same day, everyone gathers in the courtyard
for a talent show. Students
who signed up perform
their traditional dances and
songs-the Japanese Bon Odori, the Indian Hindi
dances, the Russian folk dances, Korean chants,
among others. My favorites are the Indian
dances because they are rhythmic and the funky
moves are gripping! Some are so entertaining,
making you want to stand up and dance along.
Others are so relaxing and you feel like resting as
you explore the realms of your imagination.
One highlight is the international food fair
where you can literally "taste" multiculturalism.
Upon arriving in the designated classrooms, your
mouth waters and your stomach grumbles at the
breathtaking aroma. I always look forward to the
creamy Italian pasta, the distinct Indian rice, the
spicy Korean kimchi, the mixture of spices from
Malaysia, Indonesia and Singapore, and the
sweets from Denmark. The sight of everything
makes you stand in awe!
Nov.-Dec. 2005

f>n1y there was a e!ress that is a thire!
a thire!
me! a thire! Hawaiian!"

emtf>nes~

Now, you might wonder why I haven't been
talking about myself. You see, I like Multicultural Week because I am pretty multicultural
myself. My father is Japanese, my mother
S Ais
Cantonese, and I was born in Hawaii, U. .. .
When you come from three different countrIes,
.
you can have some really intriguing experIences.
For traditional dress day, I wore the Japanese
f h
yukata (which is like a simplified version 0 t e
kimono) for two years. Most of my Japanese classmates, though, seemed as if they thought
that I did not have the "right" since I am
only halfJapanese. Others asked me why I
was wearing the yukata. Some people
didn't even know that I was half Japanese.
For the last two years, I wore the Hawaiian
mumu. I felt like I stood out; I have never
seen any other mumu before. Yet,some
classmates said "Why do you wear that?
You're not Hawaiian! Just because you
were born there, doesn't mean you can
wear its traditional dress." Those words felt
like a dart in my heart and still do. If only
there was a dress that is a third Japanese, a
third Cantonese, and a third Hawaiian!
What I really despise is how some
people get the idea that I show off. I never like
showing off about my background; I only like to
share it. Of course, there are those people who
are interested and understand how I feel.
Nevertheless, there are those who, from time to
time, do not. I love learning about other countries. If only everyone did, too. With all my heart,
I believe that as long as people can accept others,
our world can be in great peace. I hope that
other schools will have
Multicultural Week too,
and that it can have more
influence---so the day that
countries will live hand in
hand will come in the near
future. It is only up to us
to allow that day to come.
-Bri Mizobe, 13, Hong Kong.
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* * * Health Rocks! * * *
JI

As winter approaches, it's best to do everything
possible to keep ourselves healthy. We try to wash
our hands regularly; dress warm, get fresh air, exercise, and eat vitamin-rich foods to keep our bodies
ready to ward off any infections. But, sometimes, we
do catch a cold; nobody is ever really immune to the
snimes. First and foremost, leafy green vegetables and
fruits rich in fortifying vitamins and minerals are
certainly a way to combat any hint of an oncoming
sickness and should be a part of the daily eating
routine no matter what the time of year. An apple a
day may really be all you need to keep the doctor away.
If you do fall victim to sore throat, sneezes, and
stuffy noses that plague this season, however, here are
a few folk remedies from around the world. We
recommend you consult your parents before
trying them yourself!

Feed a Cold, Starve a Fever. Many
Americans are familiar with this saying and is
repeated often when it comes time to prepare
food for someone who has a cold. A hot bowl of
chicken soup usually soothes a sore throat and
makes you feel all warm and toasty inside.
Vitamin C. Rose hips and other vitamin C
rich fruits such as grapefruits (and the seed
extracts), oranges and lemons are also used in
folk remedies. For .instance, in Norway, warmed
up grapefruit juice with a spoonful of honey is
used for common colds, soar throats and coughs.
Germs En Fuego. In Mexico, many parents
give their children a spoonful of hot sauce made
from red or green chili peppers at the first sign of
cold. Though you may think that it sounds like a
punishment instead of a cure, it actually works! If
you're brave enough to down this fiery remedy,
it might clear your nose and throat in no time.
A Retnedy frotn Down Under. It is no
coincidence that koala bears munch on eucalyptus leaves as a normal snack. Have you ever seen
a koala with a runny nose? Aussies have taken
notice. They use the eucalyptus leaves as a rub to
put on the chest when having trouble breathing.
They also use oil from the leaves in teas.
Go with Garlic and Ginger! Garlic and
ginger are amazing spices. Fresh or cooked in
Page 8

soups, these two foods are claimed as wonderful.
Chop ginger and a couple of fresh cloves of garlic into a hot bowl of soup, stew or brown rice.
Some folks believe the strong garlic breath might
also help keep germs (of others) away from you!

The Steatn Treattnent. Boil water with
mint leaves on stove. Put towel over your head
and breath in the steam. It will loosen up the
mucus so you can get it out. Sinus rinses will do
the same for your nose, but use cold water to
decrease inflammation and pull the mucus out.
Use a few drops of grapefruit seed extract when
doing sinus rinses to kill the bacteria and viruses.
Get Well Candy. Horehound is a plant that
people have used as medicine for centuries.
Incidentally, it is also a favorite hard candy treat
when trying to recover from a cough in Great
Britain. What a great excuse to suck on sweets!
No Shiver Soup. The Japanese create a
mixture of sake (rice wine) and an egg to drink
when feeling under the weather. Warm these
ingredients until the egg is slightly cooked, add a
little sugar, and eat it as a soup. It is supposed to
stop cold and flu sufferers from having chills.
Turtneric Tonic. A common remedy in
India is to mix turmeric powder with a pinch of
salt and a bit of raw sugar or honey (to make it
palatable) in a spoon Hot milk helps get this
mixture down the tubes. Then you are tucked
under a warm comforter for a good night's rest!
Salt Solution. Have you ever tried gargling
with warm salt water? When the throat is sore or
feels full of mucus when you wake up) or when
you feel the need to clear your throat, gargle a
few times with warm salt water. You'll be able to
spit out that sticky yellow stuff, and feel much
better afterward. Repeat a couple of times a day.
Healthy Herbal Teas. In many traditional
cultures, herbal infusions or teas made from
herbs and spices (holy basil, lemon grass, ginger,
whole pepper corn, licorice, cloves cinnamon,
etc.) are used in appropriate amounts as remedies
suggested in Ayurveda, the Indian science of
healthful living. Many ready-to-use tea bags sold
in health-food stores use them.
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Everyone wants to be successful. People judge being successful in all sorts
describe someone as ((being successful?" -Sonya.

of different ways.

How would you

Success is not what we see from the outside of the
person but by what we experience from the inside.
Come with me to the country at the southern tip
of Africa, the Union of South Mrica. This country
was originally inhabited by black native citizens
before being colonized by the Dutch. The white
1:Dutch immigrants were a small minority in South ..,.
~
Africa, but they seized control of the country and
ruled the land mercilessly. The black native population suffered abject poverty, lack of education,
and miserable living and health conditions.
Their leaders were mistreated, tortured and
imprisoned. Known and admired the world
over are two such leaders, Desmond Tutu and
Nelson Mandela. The system of the Dutch
white supremacy ruling over the native born
black population came to be known as apartheid.

Art by Shannon Lattin. student intern, Univ. of Oregon.

Some twenty years ago, after incredible struggles
against apartheid, the black population was no longer going to put up with the intolerable treatment
of the colonial power dominating them. Many observers who did not have the profundity and insight
into the underlying wisdom of South Mrican native culture assumed that when the blacks seized
power in the land, they would retaliate with the same brutality which the white colonizers used.
This, however, did not happen!
South African culture is based on the most beautiful philosophy I have ever encountered. I refer
to the concept of "ubuntu." Ubuntu describes a person who is generous, compassionate, shares, is
open and available to the other. That person fully grasps that it is everybody's deep inner longing to
fit into society in such a manner as to bring about the greatest good for all the people of the land.
Incredibly, the black leaders like Desmond Tutu and Nelson Mandela and the previous white
President de Klerk grasped that the only hope for the Union of South Mrica did not lie in revenge or
reprisals. A common future lay in reconciliation, in forgiveness. Thus, a unified supportive government could work together for the common good of all South Mrican people.
It is for this reason, Sonya, that I would choose a person with the
spirit of ubuntu as the most successful. The greatest success we can achieve
in life is to see the good in all people, to live according to the highest
vision of our shared humanity.
In Peace,

Nov.-Dec. 2005
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FAMILY... A simple word that can mean so many things. Love. Sacrifice.
Laughter. Ritual. Sharing. Hardship. Loss. Forgiveness. Roots. Wings. They say that you can pick
your friends and you can pick your nose, but you can't pick your family! This may be the case
when we're very young. But, growing older, we soon realize that we can also pick how we're a part
of a family. That is, we can choose how we want to treat family members, how to express our feelings for them, whether or not to continue family traditions, and so much more.
In this section you'll find expressions of these choices-young people who picked how to
deal with family love, loss, unity, separation, and tradition. We dedicate this section to all families,
whether born into or chosen, united or spread apart, struggling or thriving. This one is for you!
lAM FROM

Never Home

I am from my mom's blood,
and from the sad memories
I have at night that my dad
left me when I was born.

Trying to fall asleep
In the new house,
Never home.
Stars
lackluster and dull
Seeming distant
For the first time.

r am from the brown apartments
at the corner of Henderson Street
where I've lived all my life.
I am from California, Santa Cruz,
my family is from Mexico,
which means I'm Chicana.
I am from the family that makes me feel
special and r am from the joy
they bring to my life
when r look at their faces.
-Daisy Ortega) grade 7) Mercer MS) Washington.

_..
It's 6 a.m.
Cold enough to die, but too cold to stay.
r convince you snow shoeing would be fun.
We climb Grass Hill as far as we know.
Like geese, we take turns in front.
Your turn slightly longer.
-Nolan Guiffre) 16) Norwich) New York.
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Chilled silence
Echoes
Tracing the freshly painted
White walls
Etching my mind.
Cardboard boxes
Crowd the house,
Glimpses of myoId home
Almost enough to lull me to sleep.
Yet the haunting
Empty
Night sky
And the
Toxic white paint
Bleach my thoughts
With memories.
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"I've had eight dffferent homes...even if I can't remember some of them) they still are a part of me. My ancestors,
who carried me in their genes, came from all over the world:
from Poland, Russia) France) Romania, Hungary. These
are my roots...all beggingfor recognition. As an anthropologist) I intend to do more than just recognize these cultures.
I intend to celebrate them. "
-Ariana Samuelson) 14) New York.
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One /l1lnute
I'm from the mammoth magnolia trees,
Whose baby pink and white petals bloom each year.
From the jet black fence in the yard,
That makes itself a magnificent soccer and volleyball net.
I'm from the colossal Skokie Library,
That provides us all of our favorite and great books.
From the grassy green soccer field,
That boosts my energy to 100 percent!
I'm from "Kab a rahi ho" to "A rahi hu"
And what I always say when my mother calls me, "Ek minute."
I'm from Giordano's mouth-watering stuffed spinach pizza,
To my mom's roti, bhindi, and curry.
From all the delectable Indian dishes,
To American macaroni and cheese.
I'm from the onyx black game-cube and TV,
To pairs of black glasses that all look the same.
To the cute tanned furry little chipmunk living underneath the deck.
I'm from the sounds of Mamma cooking,
To the kitchen utensils clicking.
From the sound ofSmita's high whistling,
To my eardrums ringing.
I'm from the zesty spices ofIndia,
And my relatives from there.
From the American soil,
I was born here.

..

Vera Lightstone, my grandmother, is a jeweler. I work with
her on many beautiful silver pieces.
Her apartment in New York City
is green with plants. Her studio is a
jumble of mysterious tools and
exhibit stands. Vera was born in
1929. In her early thirties, when
her third child was two and a half,
she set off to sculpt with clay. At
that time this was strange-a
woman working in studios instead
of kitchens!
As I plan my silver clay jewelry,
she gives me the freedom to make
my own choices. She never
changes my art into her own to
make it more beautiful. Her attitude is "have fun!" Her jewelry
inspires me to make art. I want to
be like her.
My grandmother lived through
World War II. Her family was
rationed sugar, tires and even shoes.
That stage in her life was full of
dreadful and gruesome happenings,
yet she lived to be a kind woman.
After the war and the liberation of
the concentration camps, she grew
to be more patriotic and religious.
She felt like part of a community.

I'm from my sister's yells,
To my mother's sweet songs.
From the chirping of birds,
To the construction machine's annoying sounds.
I'm from my parents and grandparents,
From the U.S. and India.
This is where I'm from and this is who I will be!
-Neha Jain, 12, fllinois. She writes, "My
dreams for the future are to prove to be a good child
to my parents because many children forget what
their parents have done for them in their childhood.
I also want to make a difference in this world and
just have a good life. My surroundings inspire me
to write-my school, home, friends, and teachers,
especially Ms. TOni who runs Publishing Club
and helps me improve my writing every day. "
Nov.-Dec. 2005

My grandmother and I bent over a
newly
polished
ring. We had tumbled the ring to shine it in a device
with beads that felt like lentils.

Skipping Stones

I love my grandmother for who
she is. Mozart, for example, may
lift your heart, but when the radio
clicks off your mind returns to the
puzzling problems of the day. Vera's
love, however, will remain with me
for the rest of my life.
-Emma Cotler Powers, 13, MA, wrote
this for the J1.0men ~ History Month.
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The Wish
When I was
younger, every day
and night I would
dream and wish of
having a younger
sibling.
One night at
dinner, my parents
told me the great,
big news. They told
me they were going
(
to have a baby. It
took me awhile to
actually believe them. I was so excited!
•• _ ......... ~.M .v

j

A few months later, my brother was born. His birthday is August 21, 1999. I held him all the
time.
\

\
C\~r'c.re,)

Bringing Steven home was one of the
greatest days of my life. I watched him the
whole way!

_~'J/

..

At first having a brother was kind of boring
because all he did was sleep, cry, eat, and poop.
He did nothing I wanted to do.

When Steven was a baby, I wished that he
was older so that we could play together. It
seemed like that day would never come.

I Am Lucky!
My mom is lucky because she has me, and it
is more fun to dress a girl than a boy. I am lucky
because I have friends, cousins and toys. I am
lucky that you, Mom and Dad, put me in activities. I am lucky that I have my parents. I am
lucky that I don't have to go to extended care
because my mom is at home with me. We are
lucky because we have a home.
I love my mom and dad so much. They love
me, too!
The Many Faces

~~ ~

.~~

L:~~.[!(¥!.~ ~?J
/~
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-Priyanka R. Manda, 6, Oregon.

As we grew older, I realized our age difference wasn't the only thing that separated us. (\lie
don't even like the same kind of toast!)
Even though we have our differences, we can
put them aside and work together! Now that
Steven is five, we
get to ride the bus
to school together!
I love to watch ou t
for him!
Although I
sometimes wonder
why I ever wished
for a sibling, in the
end I know I will
love Steven forever!
-Melissa Halko, 11,
New York.
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Papa's Boots
I remember the last words my papa spoke to
me. "Take my boots, Roberto. I will not need
them where I am going." He took me in his
warm leathered arms, hugged me tight and
murmured, "You have grown well, my son.
Fifteen, almost old enough to fill my boots."
Papa set the boots outside our wooden shack,
gathered his knapsack and headed down the
dusty road. He moved with light steps I had not
seen before. Like a bird, ready to take flight.
Gone was the heavy lumber of a man who had
worked too many years in the coffee bean fields,
trying to feed his growing family.

with painstaking steps like a crippled old man. I
ran to him and begged, "Were you with the
group that was traveling to America? Were you
with my papa, Landero Sanchez?"
"Sf, I was with your papa. Those men ...
those Coyotes...lied to us. The journey was not
easy. We trudged for three days in blistering heat.
Our water ran out the first day.

"And there was no one to guide us. The
Coyotes ran off after we crossed the border. I was
lucky, I survived long enough to be picked up by
the Border Patrol. I am sorry to say your papa
did not."

As I watched him leave, his figure
grew smaller and smaller, until I could
no longer see him at all. The sun sank
low in a sea of bright orange, then disappeared behind the lush mountains that
surround our village of southern Mexico.
I waited many days to hear word of
my papa. The men who came to our
village said it would be an easy journey
to the United States of America. They would
cross the border where they wouldn't be spotted.
Their friend would meet them with a truck.

But no word had come. I remember how my
mama had begged him not to listen to these
strange men, with their putrid cigars and spitshined boots. "Please, Landero, you know the
stories we have heard, of ones left in the desert
with no one to guide them. The ones left with
no water, the ones who have died."
But my papa seemed not to hear. He leaned
closer and asked, "But you say it costs fifteen
hundred dollars for passage to America. I don't
have the money. Where would I get it?"
The man spit out his cigar, "You can borrow
from us. Once you reach the States it will be
easy to repay us."
Days passed and Papa's boots sat useless, a
heap of old leather. They grew dark with dust
like a foreboding storm. On the ninth day a
stranger wandered into our village. He hobbled
Nov.-Dec. 2005

When I told Mama this sorrowful
news, her cries pierced my heart. My
four young sisters clung to me. "Hush
Ninos, not to worry. I will take care
of you." I gently stroked their dark
hair and cooed softly, just as Papa
had comforted me not so long ago.
~

After I put them to bed, I stumbled outside. The moon cast a light over our
mountains, and I spotted Papa's dusty old boots
sitting shamefully alone. Left behind because
they would not be needed in a land where life
was easy. Left behind for someone to fill.
I worked long days in the sweltering sun,
picking coffee beans for a small price. The days
were long, the work was difficult, but I was
happy caring for my family. I was happy to fill
Papa's boots.

Then one day the Coyotes returned to our
village. I thought they had come to find more
eager young men to make the foolish journey
across the border. But they pounded on our door
and demanded we repay Papa's loan. "You owe
us fifteen hundred dollars! You will pay us this
money. We will be back!"
Mama slumped against the doorway, "Oh,
Roberto, how will we find the money to repay
these evil men? You know what happens to families who cannot pay back their loan."
"Not to worry, Mama. We will find more

Skipping Stones
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Papa's Boots contd.
work. We will pay these Coyotes back." r miss my papa.
r miss his hearty laugh when he thinks he has told a
funny story. r miss his strong arms giving me a loving
hug. r miss the clomping of his boots, telling me he has
returned home from the fields. r miss him sitting down
to our nightly meal, solemnly crossing his chest, praying
for a better life not for himself, but for his family.
When r have time from my work, I sit along that
narrow strip of road where I watched my father leave.
The setting sun's light blazes beyond the mountainous
horizon, telling of nature's splendid glory.
I remember the day my papa left with only a knapsack, powered by his dreams for a better future. Most
villagers say he was foolish for attempting this journey,
but I now think he was wise to try. Our life stays the
same here in my village in Mexico, it never gets better.

One day I hope to journey to the United States of
America. But I know I have to be cautious, to be wary
of fast talking men in shiny black boots. I know the trek
across the desert is hot and dangerous. I know to bring
much water. I know to take my boots.
-Leslie Kohler lives north

of the border,

in Arizona.

I

Rice in Me

Like Mama's Portuguese bean soup
that tastes so good with lots of hamhocks and sausage.
And Daddy's Vienna sausages with cold rice
on Sunday mornings.
Grandma's Spam musubi that she makes
when she's in the mood and she calls me over.
(She lives right in back of us.)

I

I

I
I
I

, ITrUiK"

And Grandpa's salami and rice for breakfast
whenever he is not sleeping in late.
A tasty story about shoyu and ketchup
on hot rice with scrambled eggs.
Or a delicious poem about strawberry mochi
ice cream at Genki Sushi.
And I know that Sunday morning,
I'll wake up and not have any math homework to do
but I'll have leftover rice and Vienna sausages.
-Breana Schwartz, 9, Hawai'i.
Page 14
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I Love You, Gunner

"... a huge loss that I stillfeel today."

If I could go back in time, I would stay far

Chris kept saying, "It's okay."

away from September 1998. One day in that
month was the worst I have ever had. I was only in
second grade when I experienced a huge loss that I
still feel today.
That rainy Thursday afternoon we were watching a movie at school so the extra program room
was jammed with kids. Most talked with their
friends, including Megan and me. We were sitting
next to the door when my teacher came and
asked, "Casey, can I see you?" I couldn't figure out
what she wanted. I waved
goodbye to Megan and followed my teacher to our room.
To my surprise, my cousin
Chris was standing near a desk.
"Sit down, Sweetie," he said,
pointing to a chair.

Chris led me to the room, and to my surprise,
my whole family was there.
"Come here, Casey," Dad said through tears. I
walked into his outstretched arms. While my dad
hugged me, I looked at my mom. She
was holding a white bundle.
"What's that?" I asked. She
showed me Gunner. His small face
was blue, and his eyes were closed. I
stumbled to him and kissed his face,
which was cold as ice.
"I love you, Gunner," I whispered.

I obeyed, now starting to
worry. My teacher, instead of
going to her desk, stood by the
door with a long face.

I later found out that Gunner died
of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome.

"I have some good news
and bad news," he said with a
crackly voice.
"Your brother, Gunner, died this morning.
The good news is that you get to get out of school
for a long time."
My stomach slammed to the ground, and tears
sprang into my eyes.
Not Gunner, I thought He's only six-months-old.
Just a baby.

I buried my face in my hands. Tears flowed
down like a waterfall. Chris picked me up and carried me out of the room.
The last person at school I saw was Megan.
Recess must have been over because she and the
rest of the kids were walking into the hall. When
Megan saw me, she looked as if she had been
smacked in the face.
"Bye," I softly whispered. I knew she couldn't
hear me, but I said it anyway.
The drive to the hospital was gloomy. All I did
was stare at the floor and cry.
Nov.-Dec. 2005

When we reached the hospital, Chris asked
what room Gunner was in. The assistant looked
from my tear-streaked face to Chris. "First room
to the left," she said. She didn't look as happy as
when we first walked in.

I am now twelve, and my family
has recovered. My mother had another baby boy three years after Gunner's
death. I know I will not take him or
any other family member for granted again.
-Casey Denzine, grade 7, Wisconsin.
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And watching the wood burn.
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My hair still wet from the water
Dripping onto the hood of my sweatshirt
The mountain wind blows harder
I shiver.
Marshmallows
On the end of a long pointed stick
Turning darker before my eyes, burning
B L
I
k h
elore can ta e t em out.
The air smells of burning wood
The crickets chirp
People talk, laugh
The sun goes down.
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Awake and alive.
-Luke Conte, 13, Pennsylvania.
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I walk through the ignited mountainside
Alone, expecting winter.

_

An arctic tundra
On a windy day
At sunrise
A family of graceful wolves
The neon colors of the Northern Lights
Snow falling gently to the ground
Slippery, frozen lakes
The ivory whiteness of the deep snow
A herd of grazing caribou
Listening to the moan of the blowing wind
As .
hi
d h' I
d
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It w ps an w Ir s aroun my eet
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Sprau~ 17, New york.
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The Frozen Plains
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In the impending weeks
Branches exposed
Leaves limp in the golden pathway
The glow of morning sun
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-Kelly Sheridan, 13, NewJersey.
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A damp autumn morning
Trees flame crimson
Mist rises like smoke
from a bonfire. This steady flame
will be extinguished by frost

Summer is over.
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Winter Indications

-Karen
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Nature Poetry
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Trees are beautiful
Foliage are fireworks
It's a new season.
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-Emanuel Aliprantis, 11, New Jersey.
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I' I Were Ice. . .

~

I would seal streams shut
Make a mirror on the surface of a lake.
I would bite bare skin
Shatter when dropped from rooftops
When the sun touches me
I would shimmer and glisten
If I
ld f1
h
were ice, I wou re ect t e
Crystal blue
Cloudless sky.
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-Midori McAndrew, 13, Pennsylvania.
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Icelandic Names
In Iceland, you don't take your dad's last
name, and everyone calls each other only by
their first name. This centuries-old Scandinavian
way of naming has continued to the present and
it can be confusing. Here is how it works.
Let's suppose that you're Icelandic and that
your first name is John. Your dad's first name is
Albert. So, what is your full name? You say that
you need more information-no, you don't.
Your name is John Albertsson.
You see, in Iceland, you take your dad's first
name and affix SON to the end of it. This means
that you are the son of, in this case, Albert.
Your sister's first name is Amy. Now instead
of affixing SON at the end of your dad's first
name, DAUGHTER is added. Her name is Amy
Albertsdaughter. Well, unless your mother
decides to give Amy her name. In that case, her
name is Amy Stellasdaughter. And that's okay
too.
So in our family above, we have Albert
Larusson (father), Stella Robertsdaughter (mother), John Albertsson (son), and Amy
Stellasdaughter. No family member has the same
last name. If you want to see your family names
in the Icelandic tradition, you will find a worksheet at www.simnet.is/gardarj/miscljamily2.htm.
Babies are without a name until they are baptized when they are a few months old. This is
the only time they are referred to by their last
name, as in Baby-girl Albertsdaughter or Babyboy Albertsson. So far, babies have not complained about this treatment or sued on account
of unequal treatment, so the custom continues.
In school, children call their teachers by their
first name. You don't even say Mr., Mrs., or Ms.
Imagine saying to your teacher, "Jane, 'I'm serious, my dad accidentally put my homework
through the paper shredder. He's been really
worried about identity theft." Your teacher will
not think that you are funny. And, take my word
for it, this would not be the time to enlighten
her on the ways of the Icelanders.
Nov.-Dec. 2005

Two people in Iceland are exempt from this
custom. The President is addressed as Mr.
President Olafur Ragnar Grimsson and the
Bishop is Mr. Bishop Karl Sigurbjornsson.
Everyone else,· you address them just using their
first name.
More than a thousand years ago, Icelanders
sometimes used nicknames that identified where
you were from or what kind of work you did. It
would be like everyone calling you Detroit-Jane
or Boxer-Bob. Then, some people got nicknames like Anna the Stutterer, Eysteinn FoulFart or Thor the Ugly. Fortunately, this custom
ended.
The Icelandic telephone directory lists individuals by their first name. However, the
Icelandic telephone book on the internet
(www.simi.is) allows you to search by first or last
name. Try it. Go to www.simaskra.is and type in
Albert. Look at all the Alberts in Iceland and
their last names.
Ninety plus percent of Icelanders have names
with son (sonur) and daughter (d6ttir)
If you meet an Icelander with names like
Long, Scheving, Schram or Zoega, they are
descendants of people who immigrated from
other countries.
So, remember, if you meet an Icelander
whose name is Thor Johnson, don't say, "Hi
Johnson, how are you?" Instead, say, "Scell,
Thor, hvad segir pu gott?"
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-Edith Andersen, Icelander, teacher, Michigan.
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Have you ever celebrated Christmas iq
October or November?
Children in India celebrate Diwali, the
five-day festival oflights, at that time. Diwali
----~I!
r.·,
means a row of lamps. Like Christmas in
. . I~~.'- :i
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America, Diwali is one of the most widely
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celebrated festivals and a favorite among
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Indian children. Also a Hindu New Year, it
.
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falls in October or November, based on the
.
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ancient lunar Hindu calendar.
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Children dress in colorful, traditional
Indian clothes and jewelry. Boys and girls wear a leaves. Walkways to homes are beautifully decokurta (long shirt) and pyjama (pants). These days rated with floral and geometric patterns, called
many children also wear Western clothes. Girls Rangoli (see the next page on Rangoli), made with
wear gold earrings, necklaces, bracelets, and vibrantly colored powders or flower petals.
In the morning the entire family, including
silver or gold anklets, too. Family and friends
grandparents, uncles, aunts, and cousins, visit the
present children with gifts and candy.
Several kinds of sweets are made using sugar, Hindu temples together. They pray to the Gods
milk, coconut, rice, nuts, flour and many other and receive blessings from their family elders.
household ingredients for this festival. It is Sweets made for Diwali are offered to the Gods
believed that eating sweets on this day makes the before being shared among friends and family.
rest of the year very pleasant and sweet.
It's a tradition to visit friends and family and
This Hindu New Year also celebrates the wish them well on this festival. People exchange
return of the valiant God Rama to his kingdom gifts, candy, fruits, and nuts. Another interesting
with his wife Sita, after defeating the evil king tradition on this festival is gambling by the adults
Ravana. To welcome their king, the people of of the family. It's believed that whoever gambles
on Diwali night will prosper all year through!
his kingdom lined their homes with lamps.
Diwali nights are never complete without
Even today, this tradition stays on. Most Indian
homes are decofirecrackers. As the sun begins to set, the houses
rated with rows
are lined with glowing lamps. In India, everyone is allowed to light firecrackers outside their
of brightly col- ~~
homes. Most firecrackers are small ones that can
ored earthen --:6
lamps called diyas ~:g-be set off by an adult. One can hear loud bangs
They are placed
and see bright lights as firecrackers light up the
around the home,
sky above every home. To prevent accidents in
in courtyards,
~
crowded places, people often collect in an open
verandas, gardens,
space and light firecrackers together. Children
as well as on roofare cautioned to stay with adults. Both children
tops. In cities,
and adults rejoice bursting firecrackers and having friendly competitions with their neighbors
candles and neon
lights are substi- ~
over who had the loudest firecracker.
tuted for diyas.
After bringing in the New Year with a
The doorways are
noisy BANG, everyone retires indoors for a
lined with rows of
special dinner feast.
flowers or mango
,
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-Neena Pemmaraju, TX. Art: Vidushi Bhatnagar, 17, India.
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Rangoli:
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The Design with Dots

Women of India decorate their
The origin of floor painting is
homes by painting colorful designs
0
<;)
traced to the death of a high priest's
on their floors. This ancient art~
~son. Brahma, Lord of the Universe
existed as early as the second century.
Q
0
in Hindu mythology, asked the king
These dot connected designs are
to paint the likeness of the priest's
found both on the floors and ceilings
J
son so that he may breathe life into
of temples in India. Nowadays, this
0
I"
him again. Another story also
art is known as Rangoli. Indian
1\ $~
explains the origin of Rangoli.
women learn to make Rangoli designs
~
During the month of Maarkazhi,
when they are young. The art is
(Dec. 15 - Jan. 15) the Goddess
passed along from one generation to another. It is
Andal prayed to Lord Thirumal to marry her.
a custom to create a design in fiont of the home
Her wish came true. So this month is said to be
everyday by using rice powder. On festival days
auspicious for unmarried girls to pray to God to
it is common to see crowds of women busily
have a spouse of their dreams. During this month
engaged in drawing designs that fill the streets.
unmarried girls arise before dawn to paint beautiDecorating the floor in different parts of ful Rangolis to welcome Lord Thirumal. They
the house is believed to be a good omen. The
sing Thiruppavai, the same praises to Lord
entrance decoration is a gesture of welcome.
Thirumal which were sung by the Goddess Andal.
The elaborate designs are symbolic and basically
You can have fun practicing this art of making
common to the whole country: geometric patdesigns by connecting dots. Using your imaginaterns, lines, dots, squares, circles, triangles, lotus,
tion, you can make a variety of designs. For
fish, conch-shells, footprints (supposed to be of example you may create your pattern on paper
Goddess Lakshmi), leaves, trees, flowers, animals,
plates or even on glass. You may use any kind
and anthropomorphic figures. These motifS often
of drawing tools, like pencil drawings on paper,
are modified to fit in with the local images and marker drawings on paper plates, or paints on
rhythms. One important point is that the entire
glasses. Pencil drawings are ideal for beginners.
design must be an unbroken line, with no gaps
Follow these step-by step instructions and you
will find the job simple. The more you practice,
left anywhere between the lines for evil spirits
the better you will be at creating your own
to enter.

$
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1. Create a pattern of dots with5 rows and 5 columns.
2. Draw the tilted square by connecting the 8 dots. Draw
the figure inside this square; observe which dots to connect.
Step 1
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Step 2

&~olli.

-Meena Selvam, Indian American, California.
3. Complete the deign by observing how the shapes can be
formed using the remaining 12 dots.
4. Add color to your completed Rangoli design.
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•
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•

•

Step 3

•
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THE DAILY RUMBLE
Every day, my mother awaits what I call "the
daily rumble." The rumble consists of growling
stomachs, a stampede toward the kitchen at
mealtime, and the subsequent question, "Is it
ready yet?" If the question is answered in the
affirmative, my mom is sure to soon expect that
famous quote, "Please, [ma'am], I want some
more." After bellies are full and thirst is
quenched, one would assume that the children
would go to their rooms and that parents would
resume their work, but the kitchen retains a
magnetic hold on our family and will not let go.
Maybe our Indian heritage is responsible for
this; food is so important that we must hone all
five of our senses to enjoy it: smell, sight, taste,
touch, and sound. Maybe the welcoming green
counters, the glossy wooden floor, and the gentle
humming of the refrigerator contribute to our
kitchen's charisma. Whatever the reason , the
kitchen plays an important role in my family's
life. Here, my siblings and I heard the dreaded
words, "Your father and I have lost our jobs."
It was also here that we joyfully learned
when they had gotten new .
ones. Later, we found that both
The
of my parents would have
kitchen is
surgery, one after the other.
home to
Discussing this in the kitchen,
in a room of familial warmth,
happy
somehow alleviated the pain.
memories.
One time, I even completed a painting in the kitchen. I spread out old
newspapers and started dabbling with oil and
acrylic paints. One day, I was painting and
babysitting my siblings when the oven caught on
fire; my brother had forgotten to turn the oven
off after baking and had left his mitts inside. I
rounded up my brother and sister, and we sought
refuge in our neighbor's house. Anxiously, we
watched our house, looking for any sign that the
fire had spread to the rest of the kitchen. To our
relief, the firefighters put out the fire before it
could cause any real damage.
Of course, the kitchen is home to happy
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The Family Kitchen, a Hearth with aHeart
memories as well. The refrigerator is covered
with. newspaper clippings and report cards so
that my mom can proudly look upon our
accomplishments while cooking. Also, the
counters display my debate trophies, my younger
brother's basketball trophies, and my little sister's
reading trophies. Every Sunday, we read the
newspaper after breakfast, sharing the comics
page. In the evenings, I come home after school,
eating a snack on the kitchen table while watching Crossfire. Then, while my mom is cooking,
we debate issues ranging from religious stereotyping to Princess Diana's death.
I was determined never to cook, and for a
while I was content to merely talk with my
mom while she cooked, since my father thought
that cooking was a proper woman's duty.
However, as I watched my mother work miracles with common ingredients, my determined
resistance wavered. I realized that women could
be smart, successful in the workforce, and cook
at the same time; after all, my own mother
exemplified this well-rounded type of woman.
Although I wanted to fight my father's ideology that a woman's home is her kitchen, I
decided that I would not let someone else's
traditional ideas interfere with my happiness.
Soon, my brother also began to cook, and
I would watch the Food Network with him.
The inner cook inside of me became attracted
to the ability of chefS to give the eater a taste
of different cultures after a short period in the
kitchen. Likewise, our kitchen became a haven
for international cuisine: Chinese, Indian,
Italian, and German
recipes found their way
onto our plates.
Our kitchen will
always hold a special
place in my heart that
even my stuffed animals
never could take.
-

Nafees Syed} 17} Wash.
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Shobhana's Sari:
As the auto-rickshaw motored through the
dusty streets of Sivakasi, Shobhana frowned. Nothing
had changed. The sun's rays bounced off the umbrellas the women held over their heads. School children
pushed toward home through the stifling heat and
red dust.
In bustling Bangalore, the most stylish city in
South India, Shobhana had seen girls wearing roughtextured, blue pants called "jeans" and flashy, round
earrings as big as field hockey balls.
As she unlatched the gate and entered her home's
courtyard, Shobhana's grandmother peeked through
the front window's curtain. Shobhana couldn't let her
discover the jeans that Lalitha, Shobhana's big-city
cousin, had given her before leaving.
A ceiling fan made a rhythmic clicking sound as
it rotated lazily, keeping time with Sivakasi's slow,
village pace. Shobhana set her suitcases down on the
sitting room's red tiled floor.
Her grandmother's eyes shined with relief and
excitement. "How was your trip? Are you hungry?
Here, let me help you unpack your things. You must
be exhausted after the long train ride."
"It's ok, Achi." But her grandma was already
opening the luggage and taking skirts and blouses out
and refolding them. Shobhana had hidden the jeans
underneath layers of acceptable clothing.
Shobhana tried to get to the jeans first, but then
her hand bumped her grandma's. "Oh no, too late,"
she thought.
Her grandma asked, "What's this?" pulling out
the jeans and holding them up as if they were an
alien's spacesuit. "Pants for your father? They're
much too short for him."
"Lalitha gave them as a gift."
"A gift for whom?"
Shobhana swallowed hard. "For me, Achi.
They're called jeans. Lots of girls wear them in the
city."
Her grandma's round face drooped. The smile
lines around her mouth sagged. "Why would you
want to dress like a boy?"
"Not like a boy, Achi. There's one kind ofjeans
for girls and a different kind for boys. Can I wear
them in the house at least?"
"Shobhana, you're not yet 15, but I want to show
you something."
"But what about the jeans?"
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Coming to embrace tradition
Her grandma didn't answer. Instead, she opened
a metal cabinet in the bedroom that she and
Shobhana shared. "Choose whatever color you like."
When a girl became a young woman she began
wearing a sari, a colorful cloth wrapped carefully to
make a lovely dress. Shobhana's heart fluttered at the
thought of learning to wear one, while her mind
fretted about what would become of the jeans.
"The pink and gold," Shobhana said.
"My, you have a good eye. You chose the pattu
sari." A pattu sari was made of the finest silk and
worn for special occasions, like The Festival of Lights
and for weddings.
Her grandma held the sari at Shobhana's waist.
"You see, first you hold a section of it out behind
you like this. Then wrap it around you once."
Shobhana felt her grandma's warm arms around her.
"Then, fold it back and forth by holding your
thumb and index finger as far apart as you can, like
this." Shobhana noticed that Achi's fingers, so bent
from arthritis, stretched just one inch apart.
"Next, you lay the rest smoothly over your
shoulder." As Achi placed the silk over Shobhana's
left shoulder, a tendril of hair escaped her chignon
and Shobhana glimpsed her grandma's former beauty.
Shobhana felt warm inside, the way she'd felt
when her mother, before she died, used to comb her
hair while telling her a bedtime story.
She vaguely heard her grandma say, "And finally,
you tuck what's left, right in front, like this. There.
N ow go look at yourself."
Shobhana stepped over to the mirror that hung
above their pallets. The gold fabric around the neck
of the sari made her brown skin
glow like polished bronze.
She looked taller, thanks
to its elegant drape.
"That's your sari
now, Shobhana."
That night, as
they prepared for bed,
Shobhana tried on the
jeans. They felt stiff
The zipper stuck.
She modeled for
her grandma, who smiled
warmly, "Very...modern."
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Shobhana's Sari Continuedfrom page 21
"Girls are crazy about them in the city," she
explained.
"I'm sure they are."
Shobhana stripped off the jeans and scooted
under the cool, cotton sheet. "I'm really tired from
the journey. Good night, Achi."
"Good night, Shobhana," she said, knowing that
her granddaughter's real journey had just begun.
Shobhana lay awake in the sultry darkness. She
tried imagining herself in the jeans, but her mind
returned to the sari. The feeling of silk enfolded her
as she drifted off to sleep.

*****

IIR~~!~gn~ii!gg9.9M;~ft~~!··::;i::::i·Hiiii;'::1
• What does Shobhana discover in the "big city"?
• Why does Shobhana try to hide the jeans from her
grandmother?
• How does Shobhana look when she tries on the
sari?
• As her grandmother teaches her how to wear the
sari, what two things does Shobhana notice about
her grandmother?
• How does Shobhana feel about the jeans when she
tries them on for her grandmother?
• What two things strike you the most in the story?
-Tficia Orr, author and ESL teacher, New Hampshire.

USA: The Place of My Dreams!
"All passengers waiting for the flight to Los
Angeles, U.S.A., please report to Gate 8A," the
sweet airhostess announced while I was excitedly
waiting with my family at the New Delhi
International Airport. I simply couldn't hold still. I
was finally going to America, the land of opportunities, the paradise on Earth, and the wealthiest
nation in the world. Everything had happened so
suddenly, the huge package that came in the mail,
the renewal of our passports, the trips to the
American Embassy, and the large payments for the
airfares; but it all came down to the final moment
of when I would board the plane heading toward
the place that would change me forever. At that
time, all I knew was that my family was to come
to America, and I was going to rule the world.
Everyone in my town told me that I was a shiny
pearl that was going to be placed in a sea of gems.
They told me that this was my chance to shine
upon the rest of the world and to become someone big and famous.
The joy of coming to America excited me. I
used to run around my home in India like a mad
girl with no way to stop me. I would run across
the street to tell my friends about the news and
then tour the whole town with them on our
mini-bicycles. It absolutely thrilled me to come to
America, but at that moment I didn't think about
the other side of the story. I didn't think about the
pain this gigantic transition, to a different nation
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with entirely different people, would cause. I only
thought about the delight I received over being
popular at school and throughout our town.
This rapid move to America blinded me from
viewing the difficulty I would have to face by
separating from my uncles, aunts, grandparents,
cousins, and my friends. I would be "stuck" on
the other half of the world forever. At that time, I
ignored the conflicting issues of the situation. On
one side I was being chosen to become a part of a
great nation, the most successful country in the
world, but on the other side, my heart would be
crushed into pieces by leaving the way of life that
would always be part of me. I still remember the
overwhelming joy I felt at the airport in New
Delhi. But now I miss the uncomprehending girl
I had been six years ago: childish, crazy, a distraction to all, yet lovely
and adorable. r remember that girl, who loved
to be the center of
attention and the popular kid in school. But
most of all, I remember
my relatives and the
warmth of the nation
that held me in her
arms for the first ten
years of my life.
-Neha Gaur, 16, WA.
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I am very little. My family is in New
Hampshire, at my grandparents' house where we
are spending Christmas. My sister has just
received her very first model horse. It is dark
brown, medium-sized, and has a kind face. We
decide that it is a girl horse, and my sister names
it Chocolate. It is the first of many such horses.
My sister continues to receive horses for her
birthday and Christmas. We both love them, and
I receive some too. She has three times the number I do. Some time passes in this fashion. It isn't
for a while that my mother gives my sister and
me chores to do, for which we get an allowance.
My sister has saved up her allowance for
more than a month, and we are at the toy store
looking for more beautiful horses for her to buy.
This is a common ritual. She spends half an hour
choosing the perfect look and personality, then
hands the woman at the cash register her hoarded money. We go home, and she carefully takes
the horse out of its package. It sits next to her on
her nightstand when she goes to sleep that night.
The next day, as always, we play with the horses.

his "tribe." The mares want to, but Chocolate
secretly has a captive colt, and wants someday to
find it again. There is also the problem of
Equious, who is very stubborn. In the end, the
mares eventually find Chocolate's colt and
become wild. Equious is shipped away to
become a racehorse.
With the game resolved, we return the
horses to their grazing areas on our top shelves,
mine arranged awkwardly and haphazardly, with
heads bumping rumps, much tripping and
uncomfortable shifting. My sister arranges the
horses-how they would actually stand together,
in real life, out on the range.
My sister goes to middle school and, though
the games become fewer and farther between,
her room fills with horse drawings, paintings,
magazine articles, and photographs. That is what
it looks like when she dies.
Extended family pours in and out of our
house. My grandmother, an uncle and aunt, and
a cousin each take a horse belonging to my
sister. I feel sorry for these ignorant people.

I wait in the hallway in the morning for her
to wake up, or to stop reading and come out to
breakfast. She is in fifth grade, and I am in second. Finally she comes out, and I hug her with
excitement. Soon we will play together! We stay
in our pajamas after breakfast and go to her
room, where I have brought all my horses to
combine with hers. All together we have around
15, not including the miniature ones. We pick a
horse to play with, and then start.
The pretty mare named Chocolate, her first
, horse, is' my sisterYpi~I:' i choose Seahorse, a
small green-grey mare pony that is my sister's. It
is her second favorite, and I am surprised that
she lets me use it. The plot forms as we play.
Chocolate and Seahorse are tame, and belong to
some nice man and woman, (people aren't
included in the horse game), as does Equious, a
young white stallion. Chocolate and Seahorse
are Equious' mares. But, another stallion named
Rocky, one that is wild, wants the mares to join
Nov.-Dec. 2005
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My Sister's Horses, continued from page 23
They take the horses knowing nothing of their
personalities or former lives. My grandmother
takes a haughty red stallion, Chocolate's mate for
life, and calls it a "she." I never told her otherwise. My aunt and uncle take a big old horse,
Chocolate's grandmother, who pulled carriages
slowly up steep hills after she retired from her
career as a racehorse. They set her up in a corner
to be looked at like art. My cousin takes a fancy
mare, with braids in her mane and tail, who was
never nice to the other horses, but won many
shows for her looks. She sits in my cousin's
room, covered in pretty necklaces and toe rings,
happy to feel decorated for a show again.

Singing as Loudly as Possible
And the women dandng with their timbrels
followed Miriam as she sang her song.
-Debbie Friedman

Guitar strum hard in my ear,
hot sweaty bodies touch me.
We jump in rhythm
like a chorus,
singing ancient words
to modern melodies.
Holiness is a bubble surrounding us.
The words to Miriam's song
fill our heads for days.

The extended family flies away on planes,
taking a bit of my sister with them.
Four years later, all of her remaining horses
have migrated to my room, and on top of the
old shelves they stand, a little more lonely and
dusty than they should be. In the light of a
Mexican prayer candle, they remember the small
gentle hands that once caressed their smooth,
detailed backs, and they also remember that they
once had life.

-jillian Schlanger, 17, New york.

\lite Y.lute
Sings softly through the air
leaving beautiful music behind
one step to the other
as tunes come out
making sweet sounds.

-Helen Anderson,14, Oregon, writes: ((My sister
died in 2001, and this is the first real thing that I have
written about her. 11
'

-Ricd Seguban, 7,
Washington.

I Want to Give
The Sunlight Burns

I want to give
my Auntie Shirley health
because she is sick.
I want to give
my dad strength because
he's working too hard.
I want to give my whole family happiness
because my grandpa died last June.
I want to give my little sister grace, and
courage to face her fears.
-Naomi Zandt, gr. 7, Mercer MS, Washington.

~.....
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the grass I play on,
the wind breathing through
the mountain apple tree;
Grandma Momi cooks
as I play with baby Titus'
soft ball, rolling
the red, white and blue ball
across the orange carpet,
the sky floating overhead.
.H

::.:t!~
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-Cyrus Maunakea, 8,
Na'au, Hawai'i.
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Be-w-are of Frogs!
At the end of the long, dreary afternoon, banks
of gray, ominous clouds hovered over Lake
Independence in Minnesota. It was Halloween.
In the shadows of the oak trees stood two
women and a boy. Rain splattered and soaked the
dense accumulation of fallen leaves. Then it trailed
off to a slow drizzle. Darkness sat down heavily on
the Baker Park Reserve.
A soft thump sounded in the spongy leaves. First
just one, then a second, a third...quiet bumps in the
night.
"Sounds like the frogs are headed our way," a
hushed voice said.
Madeleine Linck and the two volunteers listened
as the frogs approached the drift fence. Two and a
half feet high, the fence of black plastic consisted of
eight 100-foot lengths, staked down parallel to the
highway. About every 30 to 50 feet along the fence,
a five gallon plastic bucket was sunk in the ground
and filled about one-third full with lake water.
Fall migration of the northern leopard frogs had
begun. The frogs migrate twice a year. In the spring
the frogs migrate out of the lake to the breeding
ponds. In the fall they come back to the deep lake to
hibernate on the bottom.
Bright lights flashed as a pickup truck hummed
down County Road 19, which separates the marshes
and woods from the lake. Frogs follow the same
route in and out of the lake that they have for thousands of years. During each month-long migration
period, the frogs face a high fatality rate on the highway. They also create a hazardous situation for
motorists. Mashed frog bodies can be very slippery.
A quiet plop. The first frog had
encountered the fence. It hopped
along the edge looking for a way
around it. A splash announced the
frog had landed in one of the buckets. More splashes followed as the
frogs tried to navigate the fence.

"They always know which way to go," she said.
"They never turn back and try to go the other way."
The three people spent most of the night carrying more than 2,000 frogs across the road.
"That was the most frogs we ever had in one
night," Linck said. "Some nights we just get a few
frogs, and on other we get several hundred."
Linck, wildlife technician for the Three Rivers
Park District in Maple Plains, Minnesota, has organized the spring and fall frog ferry since 1994.
"Usually the juveniles come first in the fall," she
said. "They're followed by the mature males and
mature females. Females are the largest. You can tell
a mature male by his swollen thumb pad which is
really enlarged in the spring. The old frogs are the
last. They wait until after the frost. Sometimes you
can see them coming across the snow."
Migration for these frogs is a ghoulish nightmare.
The frog ferry is one way to temporarily solve the
problem. Frog Crossing signs are helpful for warning
drivers, and have been installed in a few areas in the
eastern United States and western Europe.
Toad tunnels are another way of dealing with the
problem. Drift fences guide the animals to the tunnels under the road, allowing them to cross safely.
"I hope the highway department considers
putting in a bridge or a large box tunnel when they
upgrade the road in a few years," Linck added.

Linck swished her hand around
in the cold bucket and pulled out a
frog. She slipped it into her plastic pail and fished for
another. Carrying her cargo of frogs across the road
to the weeds near the edge of the lake, she tipped
the pail on its side. Quiet rustlings told her that the
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frogs were slithering out into the grasses.

On dark, wet nights around Halloween, signs
posted along County Road 19 say, "Beware of
Frogs!" Although not accompanied by any trolls or
goblins, the frogs can still be very dangerous.

Skipping Stones

-Roxa Crowe, Montana.
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Our next issue will feature a photo essay on women in Iran

Writing: Essays, poems, stories, plays, folktales, riddles, recipes...
Typed or neatly handwritten, under 1,000 words.
Poems less than 30 lines.
Non-English and bilingual writings are also welcome!

Artwork: Photo essays, drawings, paintings, cartoons, etc.
Send the original drawings and paintings on unlined white paper.
Send original color or black & white photos with captions or photo essays.

Please include your name, age, mailing address and a self-addressed, stamped envelope for our
response. Also, tell us about yourself in a cover letter. What is your cultural background? What
languages do you speak? What inspired you to create your submission?
When your work is published, you'll receive a complimentary contributor's copy. You also get a
25% discount on extra copies, and $10 off subscriptions (regularly, $25)! We reserve the right to allow
others to reprint any material published in Skipping Stones, including by electronic means.
Contact: editor@SkippingStones.org OR Editor, P. O. Box 3939, Eugene, Oregon 97403 USA
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For Parents & Teachers

Who Is Our Family?

by Mary Meredith Drew

"This is the duty of our generation as we enter the 21st century -solidarity with the weak, the persecuted, the
lonely, t~e ~ick, ~nd those in desp~ir. It is expressed by the desire to give a noble and humanizing meaning to a
communzty In whIch all members WIll define themselves not by their own identity but by that of others.)) -EUe Wiesel
This issue is about family, culture, and community. A
child's family is absolutely central in her life, and this page is
especially for parents, who make up a young child's entire
world. I want to ask parents and others who care for our
children to consider what role they hope the children will
play in their culture and in their community, which in the
broadest sense is the human race. In every sense, we are raising up our future.

between cultures in the United States, and at the same time,
a reminder of the goodness in people's hearts as individuals
responded to human suffering. I felt ashamed as I saw peopIe begging for help while our leaders shopped for shoes,
played guitars with friends, and congratulated each other on
doing "a heck of a job" while desperate people were
drowning. In many cases, help still has not arrived for those
suffering the effects of the disasters. I have read with dismay

I am privileged and delighted to care for my 21-monthold granddaughter several days a week while her parents are
at work. AIayna and I have a strong bond, but we both know
that her parents are the ones she wakes up with in the morning, and the ones she depends on to come home every
night. Throughout the day, we have a recurring dialogue:
AIayna says, "Mommy." It's a calm pronouncement, reminding us that her mom is still present in her life. I say, "Mom's
at work. She'll be back soon:' Then she says, "Daddy." I say,
"Dad's at work, too. He'll come home soon." That satisfies
her until an hour or two later, when the conversation is
repeated verbatim. AIayna's parents are her universe. Her
baby brother Gavin is tentatively being accepted, as long as it
is understood by all that her own place in the family firmament is permanently fixed.

about th.e. disenfranchisement of our African American
commurutles as they faced the truth of the terrible suffering
of people that was not relieved because of inadequate
planning and insufficient response. General consensus is that
racism p~ayed a r~le in the ~eglect. Michael Moore reports
on findm~ NatIv~ AmerIcan groups who have been
completely Ignored m the aftermath of the disasters.
Many have spoken out, claiming that the catastrophic
flooding in New Orleans could have been prevented, that
thousands of suffering people should have been evacuated
and weren't. Where was our sense of community when the
hurricanes threatened the Gulf Coast? Who cared about the
people without transportation out of the threatened areas?
We can do better. A government that can send billions to
fight a questionable war can surely protect her own people

I use my family as an example because watching a baby
learn about the important people in her life reminds me of
how much children depend on us, their family, to be there
with them, to support them, and to teach them about the
world. It doesn't matter whether a child's parents are young
or old, of one gender or two, single, married, a committed
couple, adoptive or birth parents. The person or people who
are raising that child occupy her heart, mind, and soul.
As a child grows older, her world expands, and she
acquires additional essential people. Extended family, teachers, and friends take on important roles in her life and her
affections. But her parents are the ones who introduce her to
that world, who interpret it for her, and in so doing, pass
along culture. The family's teaching and cultural practices
define a child's community. The ability of her, family and
others close to her to provide an opening for her into other
c~ltures and communities will determine how open she is as
she grows to see her family, her culture, and her community
reflected and expanded into the world.

at h~me if priorities are refocused on family and on commuruty. We need to figure out who we are as a people, and
who we want to be.
What will we tell our children and grandchildren about
the natural disasters that happened during a disastrous invasion and war abroad, when citizens of our country were
called refugees in their own land, and help did not reach
them for weeks? How can we raise our children to value
family, culture, and community above politics and profit? I
don't have ~he answers. I do know there must be another
way. Workmg together, family by family, honoring all of
our cultures in the community with love and mutual
respect, we need to find it.
Below are resources where you can find information
that is not easily available through mainstream media.
There are individuals and communities deeply concerned
about these issues, who are reaching out to others in the
areas devastated by the hurricanes. Please read a draw your
own conclusions. Our future, our children's future,

Our world desperately needs us to see one another as
family and community. Hurricanes Katrina and Rita were
painful demonstrations of the lack of a feeling of community

depends on us. As a community, we must do better.
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www.colorofehange.org • www.michaelmoore.com
www.unitedforpeace.org • www.war-times.org
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My Ten Days in Gina
When I told my friends I was spending Spring
Break in China-my last Spring Break as a high
school student-they were puzzled. They imagined
the country as hostile to foreigners and still mostly
Communist. Or, they thought of it as an industrial
powerhouse: an enormous assembly line of products
to be shipped off to the United States. In their eyes,
there wasn't even all that much to see in China
besides the Great Wall and the Forbidden City. I
myself was unable to completely shake these preconceived ideas about China before my trip.
After a few hours in the streets of Shanghai, I
quickly changed my mind. There was not even a
trace of hostility or anti-Americanism in anyone we
encountered, from teenagers to old men playing mahjongg. Once, on a morning stroll through a narrow
network of alleys, my father and I turned a corner
that would eventually lead to a dead end. Two old
women, with wizened, sunburned faces and dark,
Communist-era woolen clothes, noticed we were
headed in the wrong' direction. Though they didn't
speak a word of English, they communicated animatedly with us using gestures and set us on our way.
Chinese culture places much less focus on selfadvancement or ambition than the United States
does. Cab drivers don't accept tips, waitresses blush
furiously when their service is praised and guests are
treated with reverence. For the first few days, I had a
guide, but he was not a professionaL He took several
days off from his job as a teacher to show my family
and me around Shanghai-for free.
Instead of there not being much to see in China,
we wished we could have stayed much longer in each
of the cities we visited. Shanghai felt more alive than
any other city I've been in-its tree-lined streets
crammed with bicyclists and its teeming open-air
markets loud with shopkeepers haggling with
customers. The food in Shanghai and elsewhere in
China was beyond comparison to anything I'd had
in Paris or San Francisco, and it made American
Chinese food seem like another cuisine entirely. I
visited several vegetarian restaurants, and feasted on
sweet and sour trout and Peking duck made entirely
without meat.
Suzhou, a nearby city, is surrounded by a moat
and crisscrossed with canals, over which arch
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intricately patterned
stone bridges built
centuries ago. Many
sidewalks are old
streets from Imperial
China, patterned with
inlaid mosaics of dragonflies, cranes, phoenixes-all with symbolic meanings. Suzhou was where imperial courtiers retired,
and its gardens are said to be the country's best.
Finally there was Beijing, still honey-combed
with old alleyways, called hutongs. My hotel was
down one of them. On either side of the hotel were
tiny shops selling tea and dim sum, or fresh fruit and
vegetables. A few doors further was a Confucian elementary schooL While in Beijing, I took the subway
to a Tibetan lamasery from the 17th century that is
still inhabited by monks. I progressed through
elaborately named buildings, the Exoteric Hall and
the Hall of Medicine, which were a riot of color.
The stone walls were painted in exquisite detail, the
ceilings were complicated lattices of painted woodwork, and the corners were cluttered with enormous
temple bells and glass-encased sand designs. The
lamasery's centerpiece is an enormous hall that holds
an immense statue of the Buddha, made from a single tree trunk, that towers three stories high.
Instead of climbing the Great Wall at the location
nearest to Beijing (and also the one most popular
with.tourists), my family and I drove miles farther to
an area of steep, pine-forested hills close to the edge
of the Gobi desert. Even to get to the wall, we had
to climb 1200 steep stone steps, and walking along
the wall called for an even steeper climb. But we
were rewarded with a view in one direction of valley
farmland and in the other of uninhabited hills that
gradually turned into desert, from which an icy
wind was blowing. The drive back to Beijing took
us through old country villages, irrigated by canals,
where fields were still ploughed with mules and
everyone wore red armbands.
Far from being forbidding or unfriendly, China
was the most welcoming place I've ever visited.
There was so much to see that I could easily spend
weeks more there on a second trip.
-Aaron Wells has now graduatedfrom the high school.
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TLe Honey Badger
As I climbed into bed, I grabbed a
book. Before I opened it up, I peered
out the window to see a big orange
sun fading into the African horizon. I
propped myself up with a pillow and
began to read. I soon melted away into
the book and was completely unaware
of my surroundings. I was awakened
from this trance by an ear-piercing yelp.
"Oh, my gosh," I thought. "That's my dad!"
I bounced from my bed and ran toward the
door.
You see, my father and I were fortunate
enough to take a two-week trip to South Africa.
This story takes place when we traveled to
Kruger National Park, a wildlife preserve.
I shoved the door open and looked outside to
see my father shaking in the corner of the porch,
while an animal four feet tall on its hind legs was
growling and baring its teeth at him. It was black
underneath, with black legs and a black tail; but
from its head to the beginning of its tail it was
silver with a white line outline. Apparently, it
was after the remains of the bacon and eggs Dad
and I had foolishly thrown away after our breakfast that morning.
"Shoo, shoo. Go away!" Dad's voice trembled
more with each word. But the monster would
not retreat. It continued to sneer and would not
budge. "I said, GO AWAY!!!"
My father and I were very nervous. At once,
we started a chorus of yells.
"Get out, LEAVE!!!" Dad yelled.

Dad asked.
"Yeah, I think
I'll live. How 'bout
you?"
''I'm good, just
a little shaken," my
father replied.
Later that night,
when we had finally calmed, Dad and I ventured out to see if we
could figure out what animal tortured us.
"It was about this tall and this wide on its
hind legs," my dad said, motioning with his
hands to show its enormous size. He went on
explaining to the man in the park, who was well
educated on South African animals.
"Well," the animal man said, pointing to a
page in an animal book, "was it any of these?"
Dad and I examined the page carefully.
"That one!" I exclaimed.
Dad then nodded his head in agreement.
"That," the animal man said, "is the Rattle,
or more commonly known as the Honey
Badger."
My dad's face suddenly sported a shocked
expression. "A badger?!" he said. "Whoa, badgers are really dangerous."
"Yes, the Honey Badger is especially dangerous. In fact, they will fight and sometimes win
battles against cheetahs and lions," beamed the
animal man, obviously impressed
, f' ~
with his knowledge.
• •••• '

We started clapping our hands and stomping
our feet. Suddenly, the animal turned and ran. It
hid under the car for a moment, then galloped
off to torment some other unsuspecting- tourists.

We thanked the man and
started to walk back to our hut.

I let out a sigh of relief and realized my body
was shaking and my palms were sweaty. "Wow!"
I exclaimed. "That was really scary!"

"Yeah, it was pretty scary, but
'I'm glad it happened," replied Dad.

"Yeah, just a little," Dad said sarcastically.
We both paused for a moment and reflected
on how scared we'd just been. "Are you okay?"
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"A badger! That was so freaky, I
don't think I'll ever forget it," I said.

(
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"Why is that?" I asked skeptically. , . ' • •
"Because," he answered, "an event .~
like that makes a trip complete!"
~
-Liz Kuiper" age 14, grade 9, Michigan.
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Nukum's Doll
Theresa let herself in her grandmother's front
door. "I'm here!"
Her grandmother hurried from the kitchen and
hugged Theresa. "So you're going to be my helper?"

Nitassinan, the hunting grounds. It was cold, but our
tents and wood stoves and caribou coats kept us
warm."
"Did you hunt for caribou so you
could make coats?" asked Theresa.

"Until 5 o'clock. What should I do first?"

"The caribou gave us more than
our clothing," said Nukum. "They
provided much of our food and
even some of our tools."

"You can start with these books:'
said her grandmother, "they go
to the trunk in my bedroom."
Theresa carried a stack of books
to the bedroom. When she opened
the trunk she spied a photo album. She
flipped it open. The first photo showed a
smiling young man and woman dressed in
leather tunics. The woman's happy face looked
familiar. "That's Nukum," Theresa cried.
She turned the page. The same couple
stood beside a sled piled with a load as tall as
N ukum. Oops. The album slipped from her
fingers and fell back into the trunk. Then she
saw the doll.
The doll's leather tunic looked just like
Nukum's in the photograph. It had the same colorful
fringe across the front, the heavy hat and socks, even
two tiny moccasins.
"Oh," said Theresa. "You are the most beautiful
doll I've ever seen." Theresa's nose wrinkled. "But
you smell funny."
"How's my helper doing?" asked Nukum as she
walked into the room.
"Oh, Nukum," cried Theresa. "Look! Isn't she
beautiful? And she's dressed just like you in the pictures."
"So you've been exploring," said Nukum.
"Those are just some old things from a long time
ago. Come along." She turned to leave.
"Please tell me about the pictures," pleaded
Theresa. "Was that Grandfather with you? Why did
you have such a big sled?"
N ukum smiled. "Yes," she said. "That's me and
your grandfather. We were on a caribou hunt."
"You went hunting. Was it fun, Nukum?"
"We worked hard. But, oh, it was exciting. We
left in the fall when the weather turned cold, and
walked for hundreds of miles. It took weeks to reach
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"Did the kids get to hunt,
too?" asked Theresa.
"The women and children stayed
in camp while the men hunted," said
Nukum. "But there was much to do-fishing, trapping and gathering wood. We did
everything together. We shared everything,
like one big family. It was a good life."
"I wish I had a big family," said
Theresa. "Why don't we still live like that?"
"Labrador has changed," sighed N ukum.
"Nitassinan has changed. Now there are
roads, mines and factories and airplanes and many
other hunters. Things change, so we must change."
"Nukum," said Theresa, "tell me about the doll."
Nukum stood up. "Come. I think my tea is
ready."
Theresa followed Nukum to the kitchen and
watched her spoon tea into her teapot. "That's what
the doll smells like," cried Theresa. "Like tea."
Nukum smiled. "When we packed for the hunt:'
she explained, "we brought everything. We carried it
on our backs and on big sleds. The children's job was
to carry the tea stuffed inside their dolls. We called
them tea dolls."
"Nukum," said Theresa, "can I play with your
tea doll when we finish cleaning the house?"
"Of course you can:' said Nukum.
Theresa dusted and vacuumed and scrubbed the
kitchen floor and finally got to take her tea doll on
an imaginary caribou hunt. The hunt did not go
well. The Innu family faced the bitter cold with no
tea to warm them. "Don't worry," said Theresa. "My
doll has enough tea for everybody." The whole Innu
family cheered Theresa and her wonderful tea doll.
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"Theresa, it's time."
"Already?" Theresa handed the doll to Nukum.
"Would you like to have your own tea doll?"
N ukum asked.
Theresa's eyes opened wide with surprise.
"My grandmother showed me how to make a
tea doll. Now I can show you."
"Make my own doll? I know I can do it if you
show me how. Can I make up my own design,
Nukum?"
"Tea dolls always wear the traditional Innu dress,"
said Nukum. "But there are many designs for you to
pick from."
Theresa kissed N ukum goodbye and ran home
to tell her parents she would make her own tea doll.
Then the other kids would help load her sled, and
Theresa would explain why it is very important to
have a tea doll when you go on a caribou hunt.

-Freeman M. Butland} is a retired copywriter and editor.
He lives in Nova Scotia} Canada.

Historical Notes
As late as the 1950s, the nomadic Innu people
of Labrador continued the timeless tradition of
going to the interior of Labrador each winter to
hunt the caribou herds, then returning to the coast
for the summer to fish and hunt seals and sea birds.
Most Innu families from Labrador have settled
into the two communities of Natuashish and
Sheshatshiu. Some continue the winter hunts but
it's not easy. There are more hunters, fewer caribou, new roads, mines and factories. A new hydroelectric dam flooded hundreds of acres of prime
hunting grounds. From the air force base at Goose
Bay, military planes from around the world practice
low-level flying over northern Labrador and
Quebec, adding to the challenges of following old
traditions in the 21st century.
Tea dolls no longer playa role in the Innu caribou hunts. With only a handful of master doll
makers left in Labrador, tea dolls have become collectors' items selling for as much as $800 per piece.
Making one is painstaking work and takes nearly
two months to complete. The finished product is a
creation of unique beauty; a symbol of a culture
-EM.B.
struggling to survive.
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~y little sister
Carmen and I were raised
on a farm in a small village
in Romania. As we were
growing up, we did not
have real toys, so Grandma
made us dolls out of twigs.
My favorite doll was made
_
of a big piece of twig with ~ _
two small branches at the ~ ~
end, which were her legs.
Her head was round, a piece of stuffed fabric with
dreamy eyes and a smiling mouth, all sewn by
Grandma's hands with love. Her twiggy body was
wrapped in a piece of fabric that became her dress.
She even had twig arms shaped like small forks. I still
remember my doll's name, you see, because her
name was that of my favorite folk music singer,
Vicoveanca. I always wanted to fall asleep holding
her in my arms, but I was not allowed to. I could
have stuck the twigs in my eyes by mistake.

Ji

Vicoveanca was
my favorite thing in
the whole world! We
were inseparable for a
long time, untiL.one
day, Uncle Cezar came
to visit and brought us
both real dolls from a
trip to China. These
were beautiful dark
colored dolls with
short curly hair and
brown eyes. We were mesmerized! These dolls were
the real things: We could bend their legs and sit
them down; we could pretend that they talked to us.
When we laid them down to sleep, their eyes closed
gently, and when we lifted them back up, their eyes
opened wide, as if they were alive. From that
moment on, we had two more sisters to add to our
family and we took really good care of them. To this
day, I cannot remember what happened to
Vicoveanca, but I know she must have felt abandoned and lost when the new dolls arrived. I just
hope that wherever she may be now, she still knows
that I can't ever forget her, my first doll, Vicoveanca!

-Cezarina Trone} from Romania} teacher, fllinois.
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Noteworthy North.East.West.South.
The 2005 Brower Youth Awards
"It is both humbling and exciting to witness the
courageous leadership of young people today," said
Julia Butterfly Hill, a well-known activist who lived
in an ancient redwood tree for two years in order to
save it. She was one of the hosts of this year's award
presentation ceremony in California.
The award is named after Earth Island Institute's
founder David Brower, who inspired a growing conservation movement from the 1950s until his death
in 2000 at the age of 88. The Brower Youth Awards
give voice and resources to an optimistic, energized
and fearless group of young people working on solutions to today's environmental and social justice
problems. Each award carries a $3,000 prize.
The 2005 Brower Youth Award winners are:
Erika Chase & Kayla Carpenter, 17, Hoopa, CA
Friends since the fourth grade, Erika and Kayla
have always been active in their hometown of 4,000
people. Recently, they organized the third Salmon
Run Relay to raise awareness of the nearby rivers
and their fish populations. Water from the Klamath
and Trinity Rivers is used to grow crops that require
dams and irrigation. Thus, the water table is low, and
the salmon, sturgeon and trout are rapidly dwindling.
"If the river isn't healthy for the salmon it's not going
to be healthy for us," says Kayla. The Relay educates
the community on diet and culture through a salmon
feast based on the ancient rituals of the Indian tribes.
Andrea Garza, 21, Albuquerque, NM
Andrea was only 13, when she founded
Esperanza Unida, which focuses on social and environmental justice issues in Brownsville, TX, where
she grew up. The group began its political activism
by protesting a proposed nuclear waste facility in the
state. They eventually found their efforts successful.
Jessica Rimington, 19, Cotuit, MA
Last year Jessica visited seven countries on three
continents to initiate better communication between
the young people in these countries and the United
States. Taking a year off between high school and
college, she launched the One World Youth Project
to promote cultural exchange, youth leadership and
community service around the world. The students,
paired with a school from another country. start out
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by learning about each other's cultures, and then
work together on a service project inspired by the U.
N. Millennium Development Goals.
Daniel Rosen, 19, Flagstaff, AZ
Daniel went to the Navajo Reservation in Pinon,
AZ to attend the 2003 Healing and Redefining Our
World Youth Summit on community-based actions
that impact environmental and social injustices. This
experience inspired Daniel to help organize the All
Peoples Power Summit: Building Communities of
Hope, Strength & Sustainability, attracting nearly 200
youth from around the globe. Daniel then founded
the Youth Movement in Northern Arizona to implement the ideas from these conferences.
La Constance Shahid, 18, San Francisco, CA
La Constance's work to restore the Yosemite
Wetlands helps to "improve the air and water quality," she says. She is a member of the Plants Gone
Wild Native Plant Nursery Project, which combats
the effects of industrialization and landfills on native
wetlands. She and her peers repaired a community
garden, built a 1,200 sq. ft. shade house to host
native seedlings, and created a strong community of
youth activists by speaking at youth groups. They'll
grow 10,000 plants for the Restoration Project.
Zander Srodes, 15, Placida, FL
Zander is trying to save the Loggerhead Sea
Turtles from extinction, listed as threatened since
1978. Florida beaches account for one third of their
global habitat. He speaks to K-6 graders about what
they can do to help protect these 350 pound, prehistoric-looking reptiles. Wearing a sea turtle costume
that he made, Zander urges the kids to clean up after
themselves on the beach so that turtles don't eat their
trash or get caught. He has also made an illustrated
activity book to hand out during his presentations.
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"Cool Stuff" They Should Teach in School by
Kent and Kyle Healy; illustr. Shawn King (((Cool
Stuff" Media). Teen brothers share their tips for
success in this guidebook for the "real world." Young
adults can learn from two peers how to handle their
finances, apply for jobs, improve people skills, and
more. Delivered with humor and an encouraging pat
on the back, this book reads less like self-help and
more like a conversation with a couple of friends.
JH, HS. ISBN: 0-9760258-0-9.
Alone in the World: Orphans and Orphanages in
America by Catherine Reef (Clarion). Through non-

fiction, the tattered history of orphans in the United
States is traced from its roots. True stories and photos
weave a vivid picture of orphan-life, from its often
harsh realities to many happy endings. MS, HS.
ISBN: 0-618-35670-3.

America's Seashores: Guide to Plants and Animals
by Marianne D. Wallace (Fulcrum). From rocky
Atlantic cliffs to calm Pacific estuaries, this book
exposes the seashores of the country and the diversity
of plants and wildlife found there. Panoramic crosssections illustrate creatures such as moon jellies and
orange-footed sea cucumbers and point out where to
find them. A great companion on any beach adventure. ES, MS. ISBN 1-55591-483-7.
Apple for the Teacher: Thirty Songs for Singing
While You Work by Jane Yolen and Adam Stemple
(Henry N Abrams). Songs, folk-art, and history in
this unique compilation put daily work to music.
Thirty different jobs are represented by traditional
and modern songs and their lyrics, allowing for singalongs with the whole family. Includes historical
information on the occupation and a sampling of
related American folk art. ES. ISBN 0-8109-4825-7.
Hard Line: Life and Death on the US.-Mexico Border
by Ken Ellingwood (Vintage). Drawing from his
experience as an L.A. Times correspondent, the
author depicts the recent history of illegal immigration. He objectively turns his lens on the migrants,
the Border Patrol, ranchers, policy-makers', residents,
and natives that make up the border culture. The
result is a web of relationships, complex and emotional, with names and faces of individuals that complement hard facts. HS, adults. ISBN 1-4000-3367-5
An Unreasonable Woman: A True Story of
Shrimpers} Politicos} Polluters and the Fight for Seadrift}
Texas by Diane Wilson (Chelsea Green). One woman
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takes on a town, a chemical company, and the legal
system in a valiant effort to preserve the ecosystem
she calls home. When traditional methods of protest
are exhausted, she must adopt more innovative
methods of civic activism to make her voice heard.
This biographical account shows how much one person can accomplish.]H, HS. ISBN 1-931498-88-1.
Salad People and More Real Recipes: A New
Cookbook for Preschoolers & Up by Mollie Katzen
(ITicycle Press). Cooking becomes fun and accessible
through the pages of this book filled with colorful
illustrations and kid-friendly instructions. Little chefS
will take pride in their food creations and adults will
be happy to have children eating healthy and participating in activities that require discipline and build
confidence. Picture book. ISBN 1-58246-141-4.
hello grand mamoon! By Donna Steinmann;
illustr. Tamara Guion (Earthtime). Inspired by her
grandmother's storytelling, a young girl helps her
neighbors become reacquainted with the moon as a
symbol, uniting centuries of history and innumerable
cultures that incorporated its presence in the night
sky into their daily practices. The book discusses the
wisdom of elders and harmony of nature. Picture
book. ISBN 0-9663286-4-7.
Quinito's Neighborhood - EI Vecindario de Quinito
by Ina Cumpiano; illustr. Jose Ramirez (Children 1
Book). The story narrates the important activities that
occur within a Latino family and their community.
Quinito feels like a valuable part of his neighborhood
because he understands the special role each person
plays as a part of something bigger. Bilingual. Picture
book. ISBN 0-89239-209-6.
Families are Forever by Craig Shemin; illustr. John
McCoy (As Simple As That). Creating her own storybook, a young Asian-American girl explains how she
and her non-traditional 'forever family' find each
other after she leaves China as an adopted baby and
embarks on a journey around the world. PK-3.
ISBN 0-9728666-0-4.

The Girl from Chimel by Rigoberta Menchu
with Dante Liano; illustr. Domi (Groundwood Books).
Nobel Prize winner Rigoberta Menchu tells the
story of her childhood in a small Mayan village. She
weaves memories into brilliant stories that show the
rich beauty of nature, the strength of a culture
dependent on family, and the hospitality of Mother
Earth. Grades 4to 7. ISBN 0-88899-666-7.
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In June

2004, I participated in a humanitarian aide
mission visiting four cities in Cuba delivering medicine,
clothing, and other supplies to community leaders in
Havana, Santa Clara, Cienfuegos, and Trinidad.
Although I went with a group from the Atlanta Jewish
Community Center, the aide was available for all people.
We delivered the medicine donated from physicians in
the Atlanta area to the small, local clinics that served the
community. The community leaders would divide up
the parcels of clothing among the needy. The Jewish
community is very strong and vibrant in the city.
For my part, I was responsible for hauling 80 pounds
of medicine around in duffel bags, but in return I was
allowed to go wherever I wanted to take photographs.
As a professional photographer, that was a dream deal!
Havana, the capital, is the largest city, attracting
Often people sit outside to enjoy their breaks.
tourists from Europe and the Americas to view 16th century Spanish churches, the National Ballet, and countless museums of art
and history. Trinidad, on the southern coast, boasts beautiful beaches, as
well as being the oldest city on the island.
Havana has a mixture of architecture that spans over 300 years. The
island nation had been colonized by many different countries before Fidel
Castro liberated the island from an oppressive dictatorship. From ancient
Spanish forts and churches to English pubs to Russian apartment blocks,
each country left their mark on the people, whether it was the language,
food, or building design.
Although many apartment
homes in the city are in relatively
good shape, living conditions
improve as you move away from
the central part of the city. The
buildings are ne~er but I think
"¥c.> Soy Communistaf" This older
the architecture is very simple
gentleman sitting on a park bench
compared to the Spanish. Many
insisted that I take his picture.
exquisite buildings in the oldest section of the city have courtyards
in the middle, indicative of Spanish colonial architecture.
As you leave the big city, most homes are strictly Caribbean.
Small, single-story ranch homes are mostly painted in pastel
colors. Everywhere you look you see a visual feast!
A young girl at theJewish
Community Center in Havana.
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All schoolchildren wear uniforms. They are called Young
Pioneers (see back cover), and the uniforms are color coded to
match each age group through high school. The children play on
Skipping Stones
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the road, but no traffic is allowed during playtime. Cuba has
the best medical school in the Caribbean, bringing in students
from all over the Western Hemisphere including the U.S.
Mangoes are everywhere on the island and are sold along
the roadside. In addition to tropical fruit, all dinners are served
with rice and black beans. Meat is rationed and sold only in a
ration store. Cubans love ice cream and have dedicated a park
in Havana to eating ice cream.
Although you can find kids playing baseball on any street
all year long, the professional teams play just in the winter
because it is too hot in the summer. The Cuban winters are
only a couple of degrees cooler than the summers!
If you join an aide group going to Cuba, you'll find
friendly people, great food, and lots to see and do. In Old
Havana, live music is played nightly outdoors by the large
hotels. During the day there are plenty of street musicians and
entertainers. Just keep plenty of bottled water with you
because it is hot, hot, hot!!

A young schoolgirl waits as herfriends buy
some candy at a store. She stands behind the
store's gate looking pensive and distracted.

Stubbornness or Resiliency? Crumbling buildings
are typical of the older sections of Havana. They
slowly crumble and are left to decay while people
continue to live next door. Where will they go when
all their homes turn to rubble?

A Mercedes in Cuba? Here you see an old

model in a beautiful condition with this
young girl posing for a photo.

Please see the next page for
colorful images of Cuba.
-Roi J Tamkin is an Atlanta based
photographer. His work appears in literary
magazines across the country and in galleries
across Georgia.
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Young Pioneers play during
recess. The school is in a
square near the local medical clinic, an old Spanish
church and new shops that
cater to European tourists.
A Young Pioneer and her
mother cross the street from
Central Park in Havana.

This old woman makes her
living posing for touri.sts.
How out of place she looks
in her feathered hat smoking her cigar. For one doll~
you can take her picture.
See pages 34-35.

A group of musicians play for tourists.
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